Jewel Frames Quilt
Skill level: Beginner
Designed by: Kaffe Fassett and Liza Prior Lucy

Based on “Dotty Frames” from the book Kaffe Fassett’s, Quilt Grandeur.
This is a scrappy quilt so there is no need to place each fabric in the same place as in the original. Cut more squares from your favorites and fewer from the others.

Finished Quilt Size: 78-½” x 78-½” (200cm x 200cm)
Block Size: 9-½” x 9-½” (24.13cm x 24.13cm)

Supplies
All Fabrics From The Kaffe Collective for Rowan:
2 yds (1.9m) of each of the following:
(A) Millefiore Jade PWGP092.Jadex
(B) Paperweight Jewel GP20.Jewel
¼ yd (.23m) of each of the following:
Paper Fans Red PWGP143.Redxx
Paper Fans Green PWGP143.Green
Paper Fans Brown PWGP143.Brown
Lake Blossoms Red GP93.Redd
Dahlia Blooms Figg GP54.Figg
Dahlia Blooms Vintage GP54.Vinta
Dahlia Blooms Cool GP54.Cool
Dahlia Blooms Lush GP54.Lush
Kimono Rust / Purple GP33.Rstpu
Kimono Crimson / Magenta GP33.Crmmg
Japanese Chrysanthemum Red PJ41.Redxx
Japanese Chrysanthemum Green PJ41.Green
Japanese Chrysanthemum Pink PWPO41.Pinkx
Brassica Red PWPJ051.Redxx
Brassica Brown PWPJ051.Brown
¾ yd (.69m) of: Millefiore Jade PWGP092.Jadex for the binding
5¾ yd of: Backing Fabric (Shown: Uzbekistan Green PWGP136.GREEN)

makeitcoats.
rowanfabric.com

Technology: Patchwork
Brand: Rowan
Crafting time: Short Term
Jewel Frames Quilt

Additional Requirements
Sewing Machine
Ruler, rotary cutter and mat
Iron and ironing board
Hand sewing needle
Straight pins
Thread

Cutting
Note: all seam allowances are ¼"

1. Fabric A: Cut
   112 pieces 2” x 10” (5.08cm x 25.4cm)
   64 pieces 2” x 2” (5.08cm x 5.08cm)
2. Fabric B: Cut
   98 pieces 1½” x 10” (3.81cm x 25.4cm)
   98 pieces 1½” x 8” (3.81cm x 20.32cm)
3. All other fabrics cut a total of
   49 squares 8” x 8” (20.32cm x 20.32cm)
4. Binding Fabric:
   9 strips 2½” x WOF (6.35cm x WOF)
5. Backing Fabric: Cut
   2 pieces 86” x WOF (219cm x WOF)
   2 pieces 7” x WOF (17.78cm x WOF)
   1 piece 7” x7” (17.78cm x 17.78cm)

Assembling the block (Block Layout)
1. Sew a Fabric B 1-½” x 8” (3.81cm x 20.32cm) rectangle to the top of the large square and one to the bottom. Sew the Fabric B 1-½” x 10” (3.81cm x 25.4cm) rectangles to the sides. Make 49 of these blocks.

Assembling the top (Quilt Layout)
1. Assembling the rows with sashing. Select 7 blocks for each row and place a Fabric A 2” x 10” (5.08cm x 25.4cm) rectangle between each block and on each end. Sew together into a row. Make 7 rows.
2. Sew horizontal sashings strips by alternating 7 Fabric A 2” x 10” (5.08cm x 25.4cm) rectangles with 8 Fabric A 2” (5.08cm) squares. Sew together so that a square is on each end. Make 8 sashing strips.
3. Start with a sashing strip at the top, and alternate sashing strips with block rows. Sew together

Finishing
1. Press, layer with batting and backing.
2. Quilt as desired.
3. Trim and bind.